CHAPTER IV

THE PERSON ENTITLED TO A PATENT

ONLY AN INVENTOR is ENTITLED TO APPLY for a patent for

the invention. The patenMtsdf niay^ if ihe- inventor requests,

be jssuejd-tQ^_another, 200 but the same section of the statute

which provides for this declares "in all cases of an application

by an assignee for the issue of a patent, the application shall

be made and the specification sworn to by the inventor or dis-
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coverer." Another section provides 201 "The applicant~shall

make oath that he does verily believe himself to be the original

and first inventor or discoverer of the art, machine, manufac-

THE PERSON ENTITLED TO A p ATENT

ture, composition or improvement for which he solicits a

patent." The only exception to the requirement that the in-

ventor himself must apply for the patent is that of 4896

which provides that, "When any person, having made any

new invention or discovery for which a patent might have

been granted, dies before a patent is granted, the right of ap-

plying^ for and obtaining the .patent shall devolve on his exe-

cutor or administrator, in trust for the heirs at law of the de-

ceasedj in case he shall have died intestate; or if he shall have
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left a will disposing of the same, then in trust for his devisees,

in as^ f ul]_manner_and on the jsame_ terms and conditions as

the^s^mejriight have been claimed or enjoyed by him in his

lifetime; and when any person having any new invention or

discovery f dr whicrTa~paTenT might have been granted becomes

insane before a^alent is granted the right of applying for and

obtaining the patent shall devolve on his legally appointed

guardian, conservator, or representative in trust for his estate

in as full manner and on the same terms and conditions as the

same might have been claimed or enjoyed by him while sane ;

and when the application is made by such legal representatives
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the oath or affirmation required to be made shall be so varied

II9

in form that it can be made by them. The executor or admin-

istrator duly authorized under the law of any foreign country

to administer upon the estate of the deceased inventor shall, in

case the said inventor was not domiciled in the United States

at the time of his death, have the right to apply for and obtain

the patent. The authority of such foreign executor or ad-

ministrator shall be proved by certificate of a diplomatic or

consular officer of the United States. The foregoing section,

as to insane persons, is to cover all applications now on file

in the Patent Office or which may be hereafter made."

With this exception, a patenjLwhicJiJia^__be^n_j^ssued upon

theapplication of one ^ho is hot the inventor of~the device

tfierebv covered is void. It is no defense to this invalidity that

the application was made with the express consent of the in-

ventor. In Kennedy v. Hazelton, 202 the defendant had con-

tracted to assign to plaintiff all patents which he might there-

after obtain from the United States or Canada for inventions

appertaining to steam boilers. After this contract he did in-
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vent an improvement on steam boilers. In order to evade the

effect of his contract he entered into an arrangement with one

Goulding whereby application for a patent for this invention

was to be made in Goulding's name as inventor, though at the

defendant's expense. Goulding, then, "at the request and by

the procurement of the defendant" filed an application and the

patent was granted. He then assigned it to defendant. Plain-

tiff brought suit in equity to compel defendant to assign this

patent to him, according to the terms of the contract spoken

of. The court refused this request on the ground that it could

not compel the assignment of an absolutely void patent, and

referred the plaintiff to an action at law for breach of court.

In finding that the patent issued to Goulding was void the

court said, "The patent law makes it essential to the validity of

a patent, that it shall be granted on the application, supported

by the oath, of the original and first inventor (or of his execu-

tor or administrator), whether the patent is issued to him or

202 128 U. S. 667.
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to his assignee. A patent which is not supported by the oath
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of the inventor, but applied for by one who is not the inventor,

is ^unauthorized by law, and vend, and, whether taken out in

the name of the applicant or of any assignee of his, confers

no rights as against the public. Rev. Stat. 4886, 4920.

--

"The patent issued by the Commissioner to the defendant as

assignee of Goulding is only prima facie evidence that Gould-

ing was the inventor of the improvement patented; and the

presumption of its validity in this respect is rebutted and over-

thrown by the distinct allegation in the bill, admitted by the

demurrer, that the defendant, and not Goulding, was the in-

ventor.

"As the patent, upon the plaintiff's own showing, conferred

no title or right upon the defendant, a court of equity will

not order him to assign it to the plaintiff not only because

that would be to decree a conveyance of property in which the

de fendant, has,^ and . caiL .confer, no title but also because its

only ^possible value or use to the plaintiff would be to enable

him to impose 'upon the public by asserting rights under a
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void patent." 203

Even_jf_the true inventor joins in making application with

some one else _whqjvvas_not jointly an inventor with him, the

patentj.s_yo_id._ Conversely if an invention has been the joint

production of twojpersons, an application by one of them alone

as. inventor is insufficient to support a patent. In the words

of the court, 204 "it is one thing to say that the machine was

invented by Louis Royer, for example, and quite another

thing to say that it was invented by Herman and Louis Royer.

If this machine was invented by Herman and Louis, then it

would be untrue to say that it was invented by Louis only or

by Herman. If, on the other hand, it was invented solely by

Louis or solely by Herman, then it would be equally untrue to

say that it was invented by Herman and Louis ; and you are to

understand the law to be that if, in this respect, the patent

contains a statement which is untrue, and not in accordance

203 Hammond v. Pratt, 16 O. G. 1235.

204 Royer v. Coupe, 29 Fed. 358, 363 ; Hartshorn v. Saginaw Barrel Co.,

119 U. S. 664.
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with the facts, then the penalty which the patentee pays is that

his patent is absolutely void, and of no effect." 2

Effect on real inventor s rights of another's application.

Just how the rights of the real inventor would be affected by an

application made in the name of some one else is not certain.

If the application were made without the consent, express or

tacit, of the true inventor, his right would not be in any way

derogated thereby. On the other hand; if the truejnventqr,

knowing that he was the inventor, shoul<T"consciously permit

application to be made by' another as inventor, it is highly prob-

^hlp that this ivnnjfjjy considered as conclusive evidence of

his intent to abandon his invention to the public. To deliber-

ately allow another to ask for a patent would be tantamount to

c. gift of the invention to the world, since the inventor would

be presumed to know that the patent, if issued to the other,

would be void and of no protection against use by the world.

The only doubt might arise in those cases where one who was

c, joint inventor had applied for a patent in his own name,

as sole inventor, honestly believing that to be the fact. Or con-
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versely, it might arise in cases where an inventor honestly be-

205 Welsbach Light Co. v. Cosmopolitan, etc. Light Co., 104 Fed. 83, 43

C. C. A. 418; DeLaval Separator Co. v. Vermont Farm Machine Co., 135

Fed. 772, 68 C. C. A. 474, "It is true that the testimony of an inventor in

derogation of the validity of his own patent is usually open to suspicion;

and in case like this, where he has made oath, for the purpose of obtain-

ing a joint patent, that he and another inventor were the joint inventors

of the subject-matter, the court should reject his subsequent testimony to

the contrary, unless it carries a clear conviction that he did not intend

to falsify originally, but made the oath under misapprehension or mistake.

In this case the applicants were foreigners, supposedly unfamiliar with

our law of patents; and they had agreed to be joint owners of the patent.

Each had devised improvements which were within its general scope, and

those which had been the work of Reuther were disclosed and illustrated

in the specification and drawings, as well as were those which were the

work of Melotte. Thus both had contributed to the invention in its en-

tirety. Under these circumstances it is not strange that they did not dis-

criminate between the things devised and the things which were not neces-

sarily covered by the claims, and that they should have considered them-

selves joint inventors of the entirety, although some of the improvements

were independently devised by one and some of them by the other." Heu-

lings v. Reid, 58 Fed. 868.

"' ith the facts, then the penalty which the patentee pays is that
hi patent is absolutely void, and of no effect." 205
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lieved another to be entitled to joint credit, and made applica-
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tion, accordingly, jointly with the other. Whether such an ap-

plication, would, of itself, preclude the true inventor from mak-

ing another application when he should discover his mistake

seems not to have been definitely passed on by the courts.

RIGHT NOT RESTRICTED TO PARTICULAR PERSONS. Thexight

to obtain ajDatent is not restricted to_any class of persons as

respects sex, ageTrace, citizenship or anything else. According

to the statute, "An^j3er_so.n" who has made an invention may

have_a patent tHefefore. Within the universal scoj^e ot This

privilege come aliens, 20< married women, and children. 207

While a corporation is a "legal person," in some senses, it

could not, of course, apply for a patent; it has_no mind of its

own with which to invent anything. But i t^i n ay J)e_made the

assignee of a patent, and a^patent, applied ; J or by the inventor,

may issue in the name of a corporation.

PATENT MAY BE ISSUED IN NAME OF ANOTHER. Although

only the inventor may apply for a patent, the patent itself may

be issued to anyone else whom the inventor designates, by an
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assignment pf hi$ right which has been put on record in thT

Patejnt Office. 418 The exclusive right of enjoyment of the in-

vention is then, of course, in the assignee, the patentee named.

The patent when issued is not rendered invalid by the fact

that the person in whose name it was asked to be issued, and

to whom it waseventually granted, was no longer living at

the date of issued The statute reads in the disjunctive, in pro-

viding that the patent shall grant the monopol^Jp the "pat-

entee, his heirs. oF assigns/^ Hence if the patentee himself

be dead, the grantjakes effect in his heirs or assigns! TEis

circumstance, tKedeath of the patentee before actual issue of

the patent, was one of the elements in the case of DeLaVergne

206 Shaw v. Cooper, 7 Peters 202.

207 Fetter v. Newhall, 17 Fed. 841. R. S. Title XI, ? 480, "All officers

and employes of the Patent Office shall be incapable, during the period

for which they hold their appointments, to acquire or take, directly or in-

directly, except by inheritance or bequest, any right or interest in any

patent issued by the Office."

4895 R. S.
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Machine Co. v. Featherstone. 419 The defendant, on suit for

123

infringement, set up the contention that the patent was invalid

because of that circumstance; that it was a requisite in all

valid grants that there be a grantee in esse, a person capable of

receiving the grant in praesenti;* 20 that "heirs" was intended

only to indicate an estate of more than life, and was not a

word of purchase. The lower court held the patent void on

this account. The Supreme Court reversed this decision, say-

ing, "We aj-e to remember that it is to be assumed that James

Boyle had made a useful invention and taken all the necessary

steps to secure the benefits to be derived therefrom, and that

in view of the policy of the government to encourage genius

and promote the progress of the useful arts, by securing to the

inventor a fair and reasonable remuneration, a liberal con-

struction in favor of those who claim under him must be

adopted in the solution of the principal question before us.

It is also to be observed that, under the practice of the Patent

Office, a considerable time necessarily elapses after a patent

for an invention is allowed before it actually issues; that the
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applicants often reside at a great distance ; that the cases when

an inventor dies between the date of the application and the

allowance, and the allowance and the issue, must be of fre-

quent occurrence; and that this may happen when neither the

office nor the inventor's solicitors are aware of the death. The

reflection is a natural one that Congress, which, in framing the

provisions of the patent laws, must be presumed to have had

these possible occurrences in mind, did not contemplate that

all patents issued under such circumstances should be invali-

dated by the death of the inventor. What, then, was the in-

tention of Congress in providing for a grant to the "patentee,

his heirs or assigns?" Must it be construed as merely a per-

sonal grant to the individual, or may his personal representa-

tives be treated as grantees? In view of these considerations,

as the language of the statute admits of a construction which,

419 147 U. S. 209.

420 Citing Galloway v. Finley, 12 Pet. 264; Gait v. Galloway, 4 Peters

332, holding a patent of land to a dead man and his heirs to be void.

McDonald v. Smalley, 6 Pet. 261.
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in sustaining the grant, effectuates the settled policy of the
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government in favor of inventors, our judgment is that that

construction should be adopted, and that the statute should be

read in the alternative, and the grant be treated as made to

the patentee or his heirs or assigns.''

WHO is THE INVENTOR. The inquiry then arises, who is

the inventor of any particular device. This can only arise

subsequently to the inquiry as to whether or not an invention

has been made. It differs essentially from the latter inquiry in

this way also: the one assumes that some particular person

has produced a device and seeks to determine whether or not

that production amounted to invention ; the other assumes that

a certain device is an invention and seeks to determine to whom

the credit for that invention shall be given. The one question

is. "what is an invention" and, correlatively, who is an inven-

tor''; the other "who is the inventor," and, as a basis for the

answer, "what is the invention." It is with this inquiry that

we have now to deal. To whom belongs the credit for any

particular invention ?
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Since, as we have said before, an invention is an idea, the

inventor is the person who has conceived the particular idea.

The difficulty in answering the inquiry arises out of the fact

that the idea of wizans is not always clearly delimited from the

idea of the result sought to be produced and from the actual

substantial embodiment of the idea. If the' same person has

conceived the idea of the resSF desired, and of the means of

reaching or producing it, and has himself embodied the idea,

there is, of course, no question. That person is the inventor.

An issue arises, however, when different persons have accomp-

lished the separate parts.. aLthe whole work.

In the case of the electric telegraph, for instance, it is com-

prehensible that one person might have conceived and promul-

gated the idea of using electricity for the transference of in-

telligence. He might have been the first to suggest that it

would be a very desirable and beneficial result, if it could be

accomplished. Another, starting with this idea, might evolve

?.n idea of means for accomplishing this result; he might de-

in sustaining the grant effectuate the settled policy of the
o-overnment in favor of inventor , our judgment is that that
con truction should be adopted, and that the statute should be
read in the alternative, and the grant be treated as made to
the patentee or his heirs br a sign .
vV HO IS THE INVENTOR. The inquiry then ari es, who i
the inventor of any particular device. T~is can only ari e
subsequently to the inquiry as to whether or not an invention
has been made. It differs essentially from the latter ~nquiry in
this way also :-the one assumes that some particular person
has produced a device and seeks to determine whether or not
that production amounted to invention; the other assumes that
3 certain device is an invention and seeks to determine to whom
the credit for that invention shall be given. The one question
is "what is an invention" and, correlatively, who is an inventor.,; the other "who is the inventor,' and, as a basis for the
e:mswer "what is the invention." It is with this inquiry that
we have now to deal. To whom belongs the credit for any
particular invention?
Since, as we have said before, an_ invention i an idea, the
inventor is the person who has conceived the particular idea.
The difficulty in answering the inquiry arises out of the fact
that the idea of~ is not always clearly delimited from the
idea of the result sought to be produced and from the actual
ubstantial embodiment of the idea. If the same person ha
conceived the idea of the resu t esired, and of the means of
reaching or producing it, and has himself embodied the idea,
there is, of course, no question. That person is the inventor.
An i ue ~~e
ever when different per on have accompli he t e se
par
the whol<;_work.
In the case of the electric teleo-raph for in tance it i comprehen ible that one person might have conceived and promul•ated the idea of using electricity for the transference of intelligence. He might have been the first to uggest that it
would be a very de irable and beneficial re ult if it could be
accompli hed.
nother, tartino- with thi idea mio-ht evolve
2n idea of mean for accompli bing thi result · he might de-
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vise the apparatus by which it could be done. A third person

might do the technical work of constructing this apparatus, of

making the necessary coils and keys, even of selecting the

type of wire that would best carry the current and figuring

the power of the magnets necessary. In such case it is evident

that only the second of these three persons would be entitled

to reward as an inventor. The first has been, perhaps, a

dreamer and a visionary, but he has given the world nothing

more than, at most, an aspiration toward which to strive. He

has not furnished anything whatsoever toward the attainment

of that aspiration. He has conceived a result, only; not the

idea of an art, machine, manufacture, or composition of mat-

ter. The third person has been nothing more than a mechanic.

He has simply embodied the idea of the second person and

made what the -second directed him to make, using his techni-

cal skill in making it as effective as possible. He has done only

what any competent mechanical engineer skilled in that par-

ticular trade could have done. The second person, however,

has truly given something to the world. He has given a knowl-

first.
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edge of how to reach the desirable result pointed out by the

As this example is put, the division of accomplishment is

clear and sharp. But is it conceivable that the line of distinc-

tion might almost be undiscernable. Suppose, for instance,

number two had not conceived a distinct idea of means, but

had only suggested that electricity might be used for the trans-

mission of intelligence by means of some arrangement whereby

the current could be interrupted and the interruptions record-

ed. If, from this suggestion, the third man had evolved an

actual arrangement of magnets and keys whereby this re-

corded, or audible, interruption could be systematically ac-

complished, to whom then would belong the credit of the in-

vention? The first of these gave something more than a gen-

eral idea of result if not precisely an idea of means, it was

at least an idea of result by* means of which to produce an-

other result. On the other hand, the second man has done

something more than merely to carry out the directions of the

vise the apparatus by which it could be done. A third person
might do the technical work of constructing this apparatus, of
making the necessary coils and keys, even of selecting the
type of wire that would best carry the . current and figuring
the power of the magnets necessary. In such case it is evident
that only the second of these three persons would be entitled
to reward as an inventor. The fir?t has been, perhaps, a
dreamer and a visionary, but he has given the world nothing
more than, at most, an aspiration toward which to strive. He
has not furnished· anything whatsoever toward the attainment
of that aspiration. He has conceived a result, only; not the
idea of an art, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter. The third person has been nothing more than a mechanic.
He has simply embodied the idea of the second · person and
made V\ hat the -second directed him to make, using his technical skill in making it as effective as possible. He has done only
what any competent mechanical engineer skilled in that particular trade could have done. The second p~rson, however,
has truly given somethipg to the world. He has given a knqwledge ·o f how to reach the desirable result pointed out by the
first.
As this example is put, the division of accomplishment is
clear and sharp. But is it conceivable that the line of distinction might almost be undiscernable. Suppose, for instance,
uumber two had not conceived a distinct idea of means, but
had oply suggested that electricity might be used for the trans- •
missi~:m of intelligence by means of some arrangement whereby
the current could be interrupted and the interruptions recordtd. If, from this suggestion, the third man had evolved an
actual arrangement of magnets and keys whereby this recorded, or audible, interruption could be systematically accomplished, to whom then would belong the credit of the in\ ention? The first of these gave something more than a general idea of result-if not precisely an idea of means, it was
at least an idea of result .by· means of .which to produce another result. On th~ other hand, the ·second man has done
something more than merely to carry out the directions of t~e
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which the suggested results are accomplished. Yet what he

did might be something that any competent person trained in

electrical engineering could have done if given the fundamen-

tal suggestion produced by the other person. If this be the

case, the benefit to the public is due to the first of the two.

Cases such as this arise not infrequently, and it devolves

upon the court to decide which of the two is entitled to the

reward, given for invention. The question is absolutely im-

possible of determination, of course, by any rule of thumb.

Like practically all the other issues of the patent law, each

case must be decided in accord with its own particular cir-

cumstances. Each court must decide for itself what is the real

invention, and which of the alleged inventors has in fact given

it to the world. If anyone might have envisioned the result,

but not any technician could have produced the means of at-

taining it, credit belongs to the latter. If however it took

more than the mere ordinary course of mind, under the cir-

cumstances, to think of the result in .such terms of means,
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however indefinite, that any technician could thereafter ac-

complish it, the credit is due the abstract thinker. The only

value which particular precedents can have is to indicate the

various factors which have influenced other courts. 20 '

208 Pitts v. Hall, 2 Blatch. 229. "Now, there is no doubt that a person,

to be entitled to the character of an inventor, within the meaning of the

Act of Congress, must himself have conceived the idea embodied in his

improvement. It must be the product of his own mind and genius and

not of another's. Thus, in this case, the arrangement patented must be

the product of the mind and genius of Carey, and not of Bowers' or

Fowler's. This is obvious to the most common apprehension. At the

same time, it is equally true that, in order to invalidate a patent on the

ground that the patentee did not conceive the idea embodied in the im-

provement, it must appear that the suggestions, if any, made to him by

others, would furnish all the information necessary to enable him to

construct the improvement. In other words, the suggestions must have

been sufficient to enable Carey, in this^ase, to construct a complete and

perfect machine. If they simply aided him in arriving at the useful re-

sult, but fell short of suggesting an arrangement that would constitute

a complete machine, and if, after all the suggestions, there was some-

thing left for him to devise and wo"k out by his own skill or ingenuity,

first. He ha created something the particular means by
which the uggested re ult are accomplished. Yet what he
did might be something that any competent person trained in
electrical engineering could have done if given the fundamental suggestion produced by the other person. If this be the
case the benefit to the public i due to the first of the two.
Ca es such as this arise not infrequently, and it devolves
upon the court to decide which of the two i entitled to the
reward. given for invention. The question is ab olutely impossible of determination, of course, by any rule of thumb.
Like practically all th~ other issues of the patent law each
case must be decided in accord with its own particular circumstances. Each court mu t decide for itself what i the real
invention and which of the alleged inventors ha in fact given
it to the world. If anyone might have envisioned the result,
but not any technician could have produced the means- of attaining it, credit belongs to the latter. If however it took
more than ·the mere ordinary course of mind, under the circumstances, to think of the result in such terms of means,
however indefinite, that any technician could thereafter accomplish it, the credit is due the abstract thinker. The only
value which particular precedents can have is to indicate the
208
various factors which . have influenced other courts.
.
20 s Pitts v. Hall 2 Blatch. 229.
"Now, there is no doubt that a per on,
to be entitled ·to the character of an inventor within the meaning of the
Act of Congres , must himself have conceived the idea embodied in hi
improvement. It mu t be the product of his own mind and geni~s and
not of another's. Thus, in this case, the arrangement patented m·ust be
the product of the mind ·and genius of Carey, and not of Bower ' or
;Fowler's. Thi i -0bvious to the mo t common apprehension. At the
ame time, it is equally true that in order to invalidate a patent on the
ground that the patentee did not conceive the idea embodied in the improvement, it must appear that the ugge tions, if any made to him by
others, would furnish all the information nece sary to enable him to
con truct the improvement. In other words, the sugge tion mu t have
· been sufficient to enable Carey, in this. ca e, to con truct a complete and
perfect machine. If they simply aided him in arrivina at the u eful reult, ut fell short of ugge ting an arrangement that would constitute
a complete machine and if, after all he sugge tion there wa omething left for him to devi e and work out by hi own kill or ingenuity
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In general it may he gaid that-w^^n the. concept js_that of

a definite machine, manufacture or composition of matter, the

one who conceives it is the inventor, rather than the one who

ingeniously figures out the way to embody the concept. This

is illustrated by the case of Huebel v. Bernard. 205 Tfefnard

had conceived the idea of overcoming certain objections in

the customary type of sponge' and soap holders for bath tubs,

by making the holder of a peculiar form. He employed Hue-

bel to make a holder for him and pointed out the distinctive

?nd dominating feature of his improvement. He did not give

Huebel any definite drawing or specifications however. Hue-

bel having done the work claimed the invention. The court

admitted that he had "made a neater and more perfect device

than that in the mind of Bernard, at the time of the communi-

cation of his idea," but they credited the invention to Bernard,

on the ground that Huebel had used only mechanical skill.-

On the other hand, the idea of an indefinite machine, etc., only

vaguely conceived in its details, and known by its results

rather than by its construction, is really only an idea of a re-
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sult to be accomplished namely the creation of a machine

having the value or the effect of the machine desired. And

if the concept is one of a desirable result only, it is not a

patentable invention (if "invention" at all), and the person

in order to complete the arrangement, then he is, in contemplation of law,

to be regarded as the first and original discoverer. On the other hand,

the converse of the proposition is equally true. If the suggestions or

communications of another go to make up a complete and perfect ma-

chine, embodying all that is embraced in the patent subsequently issued

to the party to whom the suggestions were made, the patent is invalid,

because the real discovery belongs to another. These are all the obser-

vations I shall trouble you with on the first branch of the case. It is an

important question, and, in one aspect of the case, puts an end to the

controversy. It is for you to say, after weighing carefully the whole

evidence who is entitled to the. merit of this improvement who invented

and perfected it. I do not mean, who constructed the first machine, but

who conceived and gave practical form and effect to the ingenious ar-

In general it rn
i -ha
e
t is that of
a definite machine, manufactur~~om osition of matter, the
one who conceives it i th in¥ent
rath.e.r_ .tha----..;.,.__;:
ingenious! figure -0ttt th way to emoocL he concept. This
i.. illustrated by the case of Huebel v. Bernard. 209 Bernard
had conceived the idea of overcoming certain objections in
the customary type of sponge· and soap holders for bath tubs,
by making the holder of a peculiar form. He employed Huebel to make a holder for him and pointed out the distinctiv~
and dominating feature of his improvement. He did not give
Huebel any definite dr~wing or specifications however. Huebel having done the work claimed the invention. The court
_admitted that he had "made a neater and mo.r e perfect de.vice
than that in the mind of Bernard, at the time of the communication of his idea," but they credited the invention to Bernard,
on the ground that Huebel had used only mechanical skill...
On the other hand, the idea of an indefinite machine, etc., only
vaguely conceived in its details, and known by its results
rather than by its construction, is really only an idea of a result to be accomplished-namely the creation of a machine
having the value or the effect of the machine desired. And
if the concept is one of a desirable result only, it is not ~
patentable invention (if "invention" at all), and the person

_____

rangement which constitutes the improvement engrafted on the old

machines." Agawam Co. v. Jordan, 7 Wall. 583, 603 ; United Shirt &

Collar Co. v. Beattie, 149 Fed. 736.

209 15 App. D. C. 510.

in order to complete the arrangement, then he is, in ctJI1templation of law,
to be regarded as the fir t and original discoverer. On the other hand,
the converse of the proposition is equally true. If the suggestions or
communications of another go to make up a complete a.nd perfect machine, embodying all that is embraced in the patent subsequently is ued
to the party to whom the suggestions were ~ade, the patent is invalid,
because the real discovery belongs to another. These are all the observations I shall trouble you with on the first btanch of the case. It is an
important question, and, in one a pect of the case, puts an end to the
controver y. It is for you to say, after weighing carefully the whole
evidence who is entitled to the . merit of this improvement-who invented
and perfected it. I do not mean, who constructed the first machine, but
who conceived and gave practical form and effect to the ingenious arrangement which constitutes the improvement engrafted on the old
ma,chines." Agawam Co. v. Jordan, 7 Wall. 583, 603; United Shirt &
Collar Co. v. Beattie, 149 Fed. 73~·
209 15 App. D. C. 5rn.
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the desired machine, or otherwise accomplishing the desired

result. This is illustrated by Forgie v. Oilwell Supply Co. 210

The patent here involved was for a means of unscrewing

certain oil well tools. Formerly this had been done by manual

effort and was accomplished with great difficulty. Forgie who

was familiar with the methods in use and their unsatisfactori-

ness, conceived the idea that it would be possible to accomplish

the result by mechanical power of some sort There had been

recently invented by one Barrett a hydraulic lifting jack and

Forgie suggested to Barrett that his jack could probably be

applied in some way to the purpose. Barrett then made cer-

tain changes in the jack and adapted it to be used in a. liDri-

zontal position to effectuate the end desired. Forgie obtained

a patent for this device as his own invention, which was the

patent sued on. The suit was dismissed on the ground that if

there was any invention at all in the device, the credit belonged

to Barrett, not to Forgie. "Undoubtedly," said the court,

"Mr. Forgie did describe to Mr. Barrett the usual method of
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coupling and uncoupling the tools with the old appliances, and

the great necessity for overcoming existing difficulties. He

conceded the value, and power of the jack invented by Mr.

Barrett, and repeatedly said that, if it could only be made

applicable to this work of coupling and uncoupling oil-well

tools, he thought it would do the work with ease. But there

was the rub. How could it be so applied? Evidently Forgie

had not the slightest idea as to this, for nowhere does it ap-

pear that he made the slightest suggestion, of any practicable

benefit, looking to this end. . . . "Admitting that he may have

had some conception of what was wanted -which, however,

is very doubtful mere conception is not invention. It is the

crystallizing of that conception into the invention itself, oper-

ative and practical, that entitles the inventor to the protection

of letters patent."

Between these two cases is the wide field in whjch decisions

can be made only as the mentality of each particular judge,

21058 Fed. 871.

entitled to a patent is he who conceives the means of making
the desired machine, o"r otherwise accomplishing the desired
result. This is illustrated by Forgie v. Oilwell Supply Co. 21 0
The patent here involved was for a mean of unscrewing
certain oil well tools. Formerly this had been done by manual
effort and was accomplLhecl with great diffi~ulty. Forgie who
was familiar with the ·methods in use and their unsatisfactoriness, conceived the idea thaf it would be ·possible to accomplish
the result by mechanical power of some sort. There had been
recently invented by one Barrett a hydraulic lifting jack and
Forgie suggested to Barrett that his jack could probably be
applied in some way to the purpose. Barrett then made certain chang·es in the jack and adapted it to be used in a. horizontal position to effectuate the encl desired. Forgie obtained
a patent for this device as his own inv~ntion, which was the
patent sued on. The suit was dismissed on the ground that if
there was any invention at all" in the device, the credit belonged
to Barrett, not to Forgie. "l ndoubtedly," said the court,
"Mr. Forgie did describe to Mr. Barrett the usual method of
coupling and uncoupling the tools with the old appliances, and
the great necessity for overcoming existing diffi.culties. He
c~nceded the value. and power of the jack invented by Mr.
Barrett, and repeatedly said that, if it could qnly be made
applicable to this work of coupling and uncoupling oil-well
tools, he thought it would do the work with ease. But there
'vas the rub. How could it be so applied? Evidently F orgie
had not the slightest idea as to this, for· nowhere does it · appear that he made the slighte t suggestion, of any practicable
benefit, looking to this end. . . . "Admitting that he may ha e
had some conception of what \'as wanted--which however,
ib very doubtful-mere conception is not invention. It is the
cry tallizing of that conception into the invention itself, operative and practical, that entitles the inventor to the protection
of letters patent.'
Between these t o ca e i the \vide field it1 \~ h.ich deci ions
can b.e made only a the mentality of each articular judge,
210

58 Fed. 871 .
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acting upon the circumstances shown by the evidence, con-

cludes that the idea was the practical invention, or that it was

only an idea of result, the means of accomplishing which was

invented by the one who embodied the particular device used

thereto.

The fact that one has been doing certain mere mechanical

work for another, during the process of which an accident re-

veals a result not expected, and so new that the use of that

process to produce the result can be patented^ does not ipso

facto entitle the workman to the patent. This came before the

court in Minerals Separation Co. v. Hyde. 211 The patentees

were engaged in research work to find a process of separating

mineral matter from crushed ore more economical than those

in use. During the experiments, a wholly unthought of meth-

od was revealed by accident, and a patent secured for it. The

results that occurred during the experiment were clear to any-

one, and the workman in charge could probably have repro-

duced them at will by repeating his actions by rote. The prin-

ciples or natural laws which produced the results, that is to
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say, the reason for the particular results, had to be thought out.

When the patent came into litigation, claim was made that the

patentees were not the original discoverers of the process

patented because "an employee of theirs happened to make the

analyses and observations which resulted immediately in the

discovery." The court dismissed this contention without fur-

ther comment than that, "The record shows very clearly that

the patentees planned the experiments in progress when the

discovery was made ; that they directed the investigations day

by day, conducting them in large part personally and that they

interpreted the results."

It does not appear -from such facts as are given that the em-

ployee had any realization whatever of the desirableness of the

result. The "invention" lay before his senses; his mode of

operation had produced certain results, but he himself had con-

ceived no idea of relation between method and result. It re-

mained for his employer to do that ; to perform the mental

211 242 U. S. 261.

acting upon .the circum tance hown by ·the evidence concludes that the idea wa the practical invention, or that it wa
only an idea of re ult the mean of ·accomplishing which wa
invented by the one who embodied .the particular device used
thereto.
The fact that one ha been doing certain mere mechanical
\vork f
ttrino- the proce of which arlaecident reYeals a result not exr ected and o new that the u e
that
proce~ to roduce the re ult can be patented doe not ipso
orI<maH to the I a tent. This came before the
facto entitle th
ccmrt in Mineral Separation Co. v. Hyde. 211 The patentee
v ere engaged in re ear.ch work to find a process of eparatinomineral matter from crushed ore more economical than those
in use. During the experiment , a wholly tinthought of method was revealed by accident, and a patent secured for it: The
results that occurred during the experiment were clear to anyone, and the workman in charge could probably have reproduced them at will by repeating hi action by rote: The P!inciple or natu~al law which produced the re ult , that is to
say, the reason for the particular results had to be thought out.
When the patent came into litigation, clai~ wa made that the
patentees were not the original discoverers of the proces
patented becau e "an employee of theirs happened to make the
analy es and ob ervation which resulted immediately in the
di covery." The court di mis ed this contention without further comment than that "The record shO\vs very clearly that
the patentees planned the experiments in progre. s ·when the
di covery was made; that they directed the inve tigations day
by day, conducting them in large part personally a·n d that they
interpreted the results."
It does not appear ·from such facts as are given that the em1Joyee had any realization what~ver of the de irablene s of the
re ult. The ' invention lay be for
i ~ @ • h · mode of
operation had produced certain re 1.t but he him elf had conceive no idea or relation bet~ een method and re ult. It remained for hi employer to do that : to perform the mental
211 242

U. S. 26r.
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operation which constitutes invention. If this assumption is

correct, the decision of the court is wholly in harmony with

those cases holding that unrecognized events, though prior in

time, do not serve to negative novelty in an invention. The

public has never been treated as having been in possession of

those transient combinations of circumstance producing a cer-

tain result when the relation or circumstance and result has

not been recognized. He who later gives knowledge thereof

to the world, gives it something new.

If the employee had recognized the sequence of circum-

stance and result in such a way as to bring into being a con-

scious appreciation thereof, so that he might have applied it to

practical use, it is doubtful if his claim to the title of inventor

couM have been avoided. It is well settled that an inventor's

ignorance of the principle by which a desired result is pro-

duced does not detract from the patentability of his idea of

means. All he needs to know is that a given result can be pro-

duced by certain means. The employee in this case would have

been the first to have conceived this particular means or method
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of producing the desired result and there is no reason why,

in such case, he should not be considered the true inventor.

The right to a patent, however, might be vested in the em-

ployer by the terms of the employment.

JOINT INVENTIONS. The difficulty of determining who is

the inventor of a particular device would seem to be amelio-

rated to some extent by the theory of " joint" inventors. If it

is possible that two or more persons may be equally and jointly

entitled to the credit for an invention, the troublesome neces-

sity of attributing it to some one person may often be avoided.

The difficulty just discussed is in determining the person to

be properly accredited "inventor," where "one suggests an

idea in a general way and the other falls in with it and gives

it definite practical embodiment." If we can say, as in the

case from which the quotation is made, 212 that "the two may

be considered joint inventors," an extremely troublesome de-

cision is rendered unnecessary. Judicial opinions and text

212 Gottfried v. Phillip Best Brewing Co., 5 13. & A. 4, 17 O. G. 675.

operation which constitutes invention. If thi assumption 1s
correct, the deci ion of the court is wholly in harmony with
those cases holding that unrecognized events, though prior in
time, do not serve to negative novelty in an invention. The
public has never been treated as having been in possession of
those transient combinations of circumstance producing a certain result when the relation or circumstance and result has
not been recognized. He who later gives knowledge thereof
to the world, gives it so~ething new.
If · the employee had recognized the sequence of circumstance and result in such a way as to bring into being a conscious appreciation thereof, so that he n:iight have applied it to
. i-·ractical use, it is doubtful if his claim to the title of inventor
couh:l have been avoided. It is well settled that an inventor's
ignorance of the principle by which a desired result is produced does not detract from the patentability of his idea of
means. All he needs to know is that a given result can be produced by certain means. The employee in this case would have
been the first to have conceived this particular means or method
of producing the desired result and there is no reason why,
in such case, he sh.ould not be conside.red the true inventor.
The right to a pa.tent, however, might be vested in the employer by the terms of the employment.
JOINT INVENTIONS. ·The difficulty of determining who is
the inv~ntor of a particular device would seem to be amelio- rated to some extent by the theory of "joint" inventors. If it
is possible that two or more persons may be equally and jointly
entitled to the credit for an invention, the troublesome necess~ty of attributing it to some one person may of ten be avoided.
The difficulty just discussed is in determining the person to
be properly accredited "inventor,' where ''one uggests an
. idea in a general way and the 9ther falls in with it and gi.ve
it definite practical embodiment." If we can say as in the
case from which the quotation is made, 212 that ' the two may
be considered joint inventors, ' an extremely troublesome decision is rendered unneces ary. Judicial opinions and text
212

Gottfried v. Phillip Best Brewing Co., S

n.

& A. 4, 17 0. G. 675.
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books are replete with expressions indicating that inventions

may be the joint product of several minds. Patents have been

actually issued for joint inventions, and such patents have

been sustained by the courts, when their validity was in ques-

tion on grounds other than the fact of their being to "joint

inventors." They have thus been quite indisputably, though

obliquely, recognized as possible and proper. Mr. Justice

Story discussed this, saying, 213 "A joint patent may well be

granted upon a joint invention. There is no difficulty in sup-

posing in point of fact, that a complicated invention may be

the gradual result of the combined mental operations of two

persons acting together, pari passu, in the invention. And if

this be true, then as neither of them could justly claim to be

the sole inventor in such a case, it must follow, that the in-

vention is joint, and that they are jointly entitled to a patent.

And so are the express words of the Patent Act, which de-

clares, that if any person or persons shall allege, that he or

they have invention, etc., a patent shall be granted to him or

them for the invention."
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In Quincey Mining Co. v. Krause, 214 a patent issued to two

persons, apparently as joint inventors, was attacked for lack of

novelty and on the ground that the invention was not really

the joint product of their minds. The court answered, "It is

next said that the evidence tends to show that this idea of plac-

ing the outlet inside of the mortar was the thought of but one

of the patentees, and therefore could not be the subject of a

joint patent. If a claim covered but a single idea, it would be

difficult to c^n^eJY_lia^4t-Ould be patented ^by two ; bivt, when.

coyers_a series of steps or a jnumb^r^ elements in ^-

^lhe invention m?y w^H h<* jnjpt, though some of

the steps or some of the elements may have come as the

thought of but one. Such is the invention here patented, and

it would not be fatal to this patent if the fact is that Krause,

Sr., gave birth to the best thought connected with a combina-

tion claim which covers more than the place of the location

213 Barrett v. Hall, I Mason, 447,472.

214 151 Fed. 1012, 1017.

books are replete with expressions indicating that inventions
may be the joint product of several minds. Patents have been
actually issued for joint inventions, and such patents have
been ustained by the courts, when their validity was in question on grounds other than the fact of their being to "joint
inventors." They have thus been quite indisputably, though
obliquely, recognized as possible and proper. Mr. Justice
Story discussed this, saying, 213 "A joint patent may well be
granted ,upon a joint invention. There is no difficulty. in supposing in point of fact, that a complicated invention may be
the gradual result of the combined mental operations of two
J!ersons acting together, pari passu, in the invention. And ·if
I this be true, then as neither of them could justly claim to be
the sole inventor in such a case, it must follow, that the invention is joint, and that they are jointly entitled to a patent.
And so are the express words of the Patent Act, which declares, that if any person or person-s shall allege, that he or
they have invention, etc., a patent shall be granted to him or
them for the invention. '
In Quincey Mining Co. v. Krause, 214 a patent issued to two
.persons, apparently as joint inventors, was attacked for lack-0f
novelty and on the ground that the invention was not really
the joint product of their minds. The court answered, "It is
next said that the evidence tends to show that this idea of placing the outlet inside of the mortar was the thought of but one
of the patentees, and therefore could not be the subject of a
joint patent. If a claim covered but a sin le ide it would be
difficult to conceiv
~uld-b€ f}rttenteEl
two; but, when_.
a 1 1m covers a serie
or number of
combi ation he inveution may well be jajnt, tqough some of
the · steps or some of the elements may have come as the
thought of but one. Such is the invention here. patented, and
ii would not be fatal to this patent if the fact is that Krause,
Sr., gave birth to the best thought connected with a combination claim-which covers more than the place of the location
213
214

Barrett v. Hall, l Mason, 447,472.
151 Fed. 1012, 1017.
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of the discharge outlet. But- it is by no means shown that

Krause, Sr., alone solved the problem to be dealt with. The

evidence relied upon -is altogether too meager to overthrow a

patent. To destroy a patent granted for a joint invention,

upon the ground that it was the invention of only one of the

patentees, would require very clear evidence of a very reliable

character. That has not been produced."

Again in Welsbach Light Co. v. Cosmopolitan Light Co. 2i;

The court said, "The patent contains two claims. The first,

which is in suit, is for a single thought, the described im-

provement in strengthening incandescent mantles, consisting

in coating the completed mantle with paraffine or other suitable

material. That thought might well have come to one when

in bed, and have been put to the practical test the next day, as

testified. It is difficult to apprehend how two could have

shared in the conception. The second claim, however, is dis-

tinctly different. It is for a method of forming incandescent

mantles, consisting of a number of steps, the combining of

which, to produce the desired result, may well have been the
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joint achievement of two or more minds/'

In commenting upon this case it has been said, "But it is

not difficult to conceive of a case where ah invention consisting

of a 'single thought' might be the product of collaboration of

two minds working toward and finally reaching the single

decisive step and taking it in step, so to speak, in such unity

and simultaneousness that neither of the two could declare

under oath which actually produced the 'single thought/ " 216

It is difficult to comprehend, however, how Athena could

have sprung, full panoplied, simultaneously from the heads of

Zeus and of Metis also. In the womb of Metis, first, she may

have been conceived and then come forth from the head of

Zeus, but she could have come simultaneously from both only

if both were one. As a child can not be the product of two

wombs, so a single thought cannot emerge from two minds.

It is true, that thoughts,, alike in substance, may originate sim-

ultaneously in two minds, but they are two thoughts, despite

215 104 Fed. 83; Worden v. Fisher, 11 Fed. 505.

216 Macomber, The Fixed Law of Patents, ? 704.

uf the di charge outlet. But- it i by no means hown that
Krause, Sr., alone olved the problem to be dealt with. The
evidence relied upon · i altogether too meager to overthrow a
1Jatent. To de troy a patent grante l for a joint invention;
tipon the ground that it wa the invention of only one of the
1-·atentees, would require very clear evidence of a very reliable
character. That ha not been produced. '
Again in Welsbach Light Co. v. Cosmopolitan Light Co. 21 5
The court said, "The patent contains two claim . The fir t
which is in uit, i for a single thought,-the de cribed improvement in strengthening incandescent mantle , con i tin in coating the completed mantle with paraffine or other suitable
material. That thought might- well have come to one when
in bed, and have been put to the practical te t the next day, a
testified. It is ·difficult to apprehend how t\\.o could haye
shared in the conception. The second claim- however, is distinctly different. It is for a method of forming incandescent
mantles, consisting of .a number of steps, the combining of ·
which, to produce the desired_result, may well have been the
joint achievement of two or more minds.'
In commenting upon this case it has been said, "But it i
not difficult to conceive of a case where ah invention consisting
o·f a 'single thought' might be the product of collaboration of
two minds \Yorking toward and . finally reaching the single
decisive step and taking it in step, so to speak, in such unity ·
and simultaneousn~ss that neither of the two could declare
under oath which actually produced the 'single thought. 216
It is difficult to comprehend, however, how Athena could
bave sprung, full panoplied, imultaneously from the head of
Zeu and of Metis also. ·In the womb of l\Ieti , fir t, she may
have been conceived and then come forth from the head of
Zeus, but she could have come imultaneou ly from both only
if both were one. As a child can not be the product of two
wombs, o a ino-le thouo-ht cannot emero·e from two mind .
It i true, that thoucrht ,. alike in ub tance may orio-inate imultaneou ly in two mind but they are two thou ht , de pite
21 5

II Fed. co5.
The Fixed Law of Patents, ,' 704.

104 Fed. 83; \\T orden v. Fi her,

21 0 ~fac o mber,
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their similarity. For both thoughts the patent statute has not

made provision. It does not provide for a patent to all who

have invented something, but authorizes one to the first in-

ventor only. Nor, if it be comprehensible that two minds

might produce the same invention coincidentally, has the sta-

tute provided for a patent to both. It has simply failed to

consider such a case. To assert the contrary would be to main-

tain that utter strangers, working independently of each other,

happening to produce an invention simultaneously, would both

be entitled to patents therefore. 217

The cases in which a patent has been directly attacked be-

cause issued to joint inventors are comparatively few before

the upper courts. In nearly all of such cases, however, the

attack has been sustained on the ground that the invention had

not in fact been joint.

It is, therefore, perfectly sound as a matter of logic, and

probably correct as a matter of precedent, to say that there

can not be__such_a_thing as j_jm'nt inventing if t^ iT^FTfi^n

be-CG^oiI3^ed as a single idea! In such case the idea of means
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which constitutes the Invention must, by its very unity of na-

ture, have emanated from one mind only, and must be credited

to but that one mind.

But if an invention can be thought of as a composite of two

or more distinct, though co-operating ideas, it is possible for

217 The wording of the statute, which, to Mr. Justice Story, gave counte-

nance to the assertion that such things as joint inventions and joint

inventors were contemplated by it has since been changed. The act of

1836, 6, makes a partial change from the plural to the singular. It reads,

"Any person or persons, having discovered any new and useful art, . . .

not known by others before his or their discovery or invention thereof,

and not, at the time of his application for a patent," etc. "But before any

inventor shall receive a patent for any such new invention or discovery, he

shall deliver a written description," etc. "The applicant shall also make

oath or affirmation that he does verily believe that he is the original and

first inventor." As the statute now stands, however, it is worded wholly

in the singular; all words indicating the possibility of a plurality of in-

their similarity. For both thoughts the patent tatute has ~ot
made provision. It does not provide for a patent to all who
have invented omething, but authorizes one to the first inventor only. Nor, if it be comprehensible that two minds
might produce the same invention coincidentally, has the statute provided for a patent to both. It has simply failed to
consider such a case. To assert the contrary would.be to maintain that utter stranger , working independently of each other,
·happening to produce an invention simultaneously, would. both
be entitled to patents therefore. 217
The cases in which a patent has been directly attacked because issued to joint inventors are comparatively few before
the upper courts. In nearly all of such cases, however, the
attack has been sustained on the ground that the invention had
not in fact been joint. _
It is, therefore, . perfectly sound as a matter of logic, and
probably correct as a matter of precedent, to say that there
can not be such a thing as a ·oint i
entlon
b o
red as a sing e idea. In such case the idea of means
which constitutes the mvention. must, by its very unity of nature, have emanated from one mind only, and must be credited
to but that one mind.
But if an invention can be thought of as a composite of two
or more distinct, though co-operating ideas, it is possible for

ventors of a single invention have been eliminated. If this change means

anything at all, it may be said to indicate the impossibility of joint in-

vention.

n 1 The wording of the statute, which, to Mr. Justice Story, gave countenance to the a sertion that such things as · joint inventions and joint
inventors were contemplated by it has since been changed. The act of
1836, § 6, makes a partial change from the plural to the singular. It reads,
"Any person or persons, having discovered any new and useful art, . . .
not known by others before his or their di covery or invention thereof,.
and not, at the time of his application for a patent," etc. "But before any
inventor shall receive a patent for any such new invention or discovery, he
shall deliver a written description," etc. "The applicant . hall also make
oath or affirmation that he does verily believe that he is the original and
first inventor." As the statute now stands, however, it is worded wholly
in the singular; all words indicating the possibility of a plurality of inventor of a single invention have been eliminated. If this change means
anything at all, it may be said to indicate the impossibility of joint invention.
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it to be the joint product of two or more minds. The separate

ideas which go to make up the invention may emanate from

different minds, and the credit may be apportioned accordingly.

To the writer, the idea of invention as a concept, which per-

vades all the law, seems to preclude the possibility of a com-

posite of ideas. The credit seems, logically, to be due to the

master mind who welds the lesser ideas into the single perfect

whole which constitutes the real invention the one compre-

hensive concept of means by which a particular result is to be

accomplished. But while this seems the logical and consistent

view, the contrary opinions of the courts must be recognized

cS effective authority, and it must be said that, at least insofar

as an invention consists of two or more separable ideas, it may

be the product of joint inventors to whom a patent may prop-

erly issue.

Joint producers of these several ideas which enter into the

composite whole of the invention, are not entitled to joint

credit for the invention in all cases. When the ideas which

each has contributed are of comparatively equal importance, it
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is possible that they may be jointly entitled to credit for the

whole. But when the ideas of one contributor are insignifi-

cant compared with those of the other, when one has evolved

the principle idea and the other has merely added minor ideas

in elaboration of the main thought, only the first one, the origi-

nator of the fundamental idea, is entitled to the patent. In

the case of Agawarri Co. v. Jordan, 218 the defense to a suit for

infringement was that the patent was invalid, the invention

thereby having been made by another than the patentee, name-

ly by one Winslow. On the trial it appeared that Goulding,

who later became the patentee, had nearly completed his de-

vice when Winslow suggested certain parts for it as improve-

ments upon the ones that Goulding was using. This sugges-

tion was adopted by him, and parts were accordingly made by

Winslow, according to his idea, and substituted in the work-

ing model of Goulding's device. They proved to be useful

auxiliary parts, and the patent in question was then taken out

218 7 Wall. 583.
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it to be the joint product of two or more mind . The separate
ideas which go to make up the invention may emanate from
different mind , and the credit may be apportioned accordino-ly.
To the writer, the idea of invention a a concept which pervades all the law eems to preclude the possibility of a compo ite of idea . The credit eem logically to be due to the
ma ter mind who welds the le er idea into the ingle perfect
whole which con titute the real invention-the one compre}~en ive concept of mean by which a particular result is to be
2ccomplished. But while thi seems the logical and consistent
view, the contrary opinion of the courts mu t be recognized .
as effective authority and it must be aid that, at lea t insofar
as an invention consists of two or more separable ideas, it mav
be the product of joint inventors to whom a patent may properly is ue.
Joint p~oducers of the e everal ideas which enter into the
composite whole of the invention, are not entitled to joint
credit for the invention in all cases. When the ideas which
each has contributed are of comparatively equal importance, it
is possible that they ma) be jointly entitled to credit for the
whole. But when the idea of one contributor are insignificant compared with those of the other, when one has evolved
· the principle idea and the other has merely added minor idea
·in elaboration of the main thought," only the first one, the originator of the fundamental idea is entitled to the patent. In
the case o.£ Agawam Co. v. Jordan, 21 the defen e to a suit for
infringement was that the patent was invalid, the invention
thereby having been made by another than the patentee, namely by one Winslow. On the trial it appeared that Goulding, .
who later became the patentee, had nearly completed hi device when \i\Tin low sugge ted certain part for it a improvement upon the ones that Gouldino- wa using. Thi uo- e tion was adopted by him, and part were accordingly made by
Winslow, according to his idea and substituted in the workino- model of Goulding' device. They proved to be u ef ul
auxiliary part , and the patent in question wa then taken out
21

7 Wall. 5 3.
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by Goulding for the whole device, including these parts, as

his invention. Of the claim that the invention was Winslow's

the court said, "Valuable though it was and is, as aiding in

the accomplishment of the desired result, it is nevertheless a

great error to regard it as the invention described in the sub-

sequent patent, or as such a material part of the same that it

confers any right upon the party who made the suggestion to

claim to be the inventor, or a joint inventor, of the improve-

ment, or to suppose that the proof of what was done by that

party can constitute any defence, as against the owner of the
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patent, to the charge of infringement."

by Goulding for the whole device, including these parts, as
his invention. Of the claim that the invention was Winslow's
the court said, HValuable though it was and is, as aiding in
the accomplishment of the desired ·result, it is nevertheless a
great error to regard it as the inv:ention described in the subsequent patent, or as such a. material part of the same that it
confers any right upon the party who made the suggestion to
claim to be the inventor, or a joint inventor, of the improvement, or to suppose that the proof of what was done by that
party can constitute any defence, as against the owner of the
patent to the charge o.f infringement."

